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Vice President of Bioinformatics
U.S.-based Biotechnology Company

A cutting-edge biotechnology company located in the Northeast U.S has exclusively retained
Bench International, an internationally known and respected executive search firm. This
organization is a publicly held, fully integrated genomic company pioneering the systematic
application of genomics to accelerate the discovery and development of therapeutic and
agricultural products.  Its genomic technologies, processes and information systems are designed
to generate rapidly comprehensive information about gene expression, biological pathways and
potential drugs that affect these pathways.  The location of the company puts it near one of the
world’s top technology-driven markets with superior educational, research, financing, and
commercialization resources in close proximity.

The Vice President of Bioinformatics will report to the CEO and have the unique opportunity to
influence the future direction of the organization as it continues to grow. Responsibilities include
developing and implementing corporate collaborations and partnerships with major
pharmaceuticals, biopharmaceuticals and agricultural companies that center on partners-specific
disease models or biological systems; providing leadership to a large group and interacting with
cross-functional groups throughout the organization including Business Development, Research
and Development, Operations and Finance.

The successful candidate will have 10+ years senior level experience in the software industry
with extensive experience on large database-backed web applications, workflow application
development, Java, C++, RDBMS, CORBA and commercial software product lifecycle
management with a BS/BA in a related discipline, such as computer science. Advanced degree
(MBA or PhD) is preferred. Excellent interpersonal, advocacy, delegation and communication
skills with a strong orientation to effective teamwork, and sound analytical competence and
business acumen to make quality judgments regarding feasibility of collaborative opportunities is
also required.
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